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Mastercam9 Guide
A comprehensive guide to using Mastercam X9 to create part programs. Geometry
creation using both the solid and wireframe modelers is covered in great detail. All
standard 2 1/2 D toolpaths and many 2D high speed toolpaths are explained in great
detail. All methods of stock creation are completly explained.

Up to now, the best way to get information on 5-axis machining has been by
talking to experienced peers in the industry, in hopes that they will share what
they learned. Visiting industrial tradeshows and talking to machine tool and
Cad/Cam vendors is another option, only these people will all give you their point
of view and will undoubtedly promote their machine or solution. This unbiased, nononsense, to-the-point description of 5-axis machining presents information that
was gathered during the author's 30 years of hands-on experience in the
manufacturing industry, bridging countries and continents, multiple languages both human and G-Code. As the only book of its kind, Secrets of 5-Axis
Machining will demystify the subject and bring it within the reach of anyone who
is interested in using this technology to its full potential, and is not specific to one
particular CAD/CAM system. It is sure to empower readers to confidently enter
this field, and by doing so, become better equipped to compete in the global
market.
This unique text presents a thorough introduction to Mastercam Mill for students with little or no
prior experience. It can be used in virtually any educational setting -- from four-year
engineering schools to community colleges and voc/tech schools to industrial training centers
-- and will also serve as a reliable reference for on-the-job use or as a self-study manual. The
award-winning authors have carefully arranged the contents in a clear and logical sequence
and have used many hundreds of visuals instead of wordy explanations. An enclosed CD
contains Mastercam Demo V. 9 and also includes examples and exercises from the text for
student practice. Learning Mastercam Mill Step by Step is sure to become a valuable resource
for anyone learning or using Mastercam Mill overwhelmingly, the leading software of its type in
industry.

The Mastercam 2021 Black Book is the first edition of our series on Mastercam. The
book is authored to help professionals as well as learners in creating some of the most
complex NC toolpaths. The book follows a step by step methodology. In this book, we
have tried to give real-world examples with real challenges in designing. We have tried
to reduce the gap between university use of Mastercam and industrial use of
Mastercam. The book covers almost all the information required by a learner to master
Mastercam. The book starts with basics of machining and ends at advanced topics like
3D High Speed Machining Toolpaths. Some of the salient features of this book are: InDepth explanation of concepts Every new topic of this book starts with the explanation
of the basic concepts. In this way, the user becomes capable of relating the things with
real world. Topics Covered Every chapter starts with a list of topics being covered in
that chapter. In this way, the user can easy find the topic of his/her interest easily.
Instruction through illustration The instructions to perform any action are provided by
maximum number of illustrations so that the user can perform the actions discussed in
the book easily and effectively. There are about 750 small and large illustrations that
make the learning process effective. Tutorial point of view At the end of concept's
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explanation, tutorials make the understanding of users firm and long lasting. Almost
each chapter of the book related to machining has tutorials that are real world projects.
Moreover most of the tools in this book are discussed in the form of tutorials. For
Faculty If you are a faculty member, then you can ask for video tutorials on any of the
topic, exercise, tutorial, or concept.

For courses in Computer Numerical Controls and Machine Tool Process. This
practical, easy-to-use and -understand text guides students through a logical,
step-by-step approach to learning Mastercam. It evolves from a keystroke by
keystroke process to an exploration of programming and post processing
programs for the mill.
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